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What This Book
Can Do For You

Every life in the universe is controlled by hidden forces and
energy. For centuries mankind has been studying this energy in
order to unlock its potential and psychic secrets. Secrets that lead
to a life of real happiness.

Today many people are using the higher powers for their own
benefit. They have unlocked the secrets of the eternal creative
force. These people, many of them just like yourself, are happy,
prosperous, and healthy because they have let this unseen energy
work for them.

These hidden forces directed people stand out in a crowd. They are
leaders, the people with personal magnetism and abundant “good
luck.”

With this book you have at your command the first real guide to
the ancient art of Occult Sciences. You will learn how this
tremendous hidden power can go to work for you with just a few
minutes of daily conditioning. You can set this Universal Energy
into motion and it will dynamically bring your desires into
complete and total manifestation without further effort on your
part.

Just think of it! Nothing can stop your progress to the top. You can
banish unproductive circumstances and unprofitable situations
forever. You can literally become the luckiest person you know.

Fate will become the secret weapon for good in your life.
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This hidden energy will even show you the easy way to alter your
future actions so you can take advantage of events even before
they take place. That’s how secure you will be with this Hidden
Force working for you.

Riches of this life are waiting for you, too. Power, wealth, and real
dominance can only be manifested through eternal creative power
of this Hidden Force. With it you will conquer all of that which
previously appeared invincible to you.  You will have what you
need. You will be what you want to be. And, you will do what you
want to do!

First, you will feel the uplifting presence of this Hidden Energy.
Then, you will see and experience the fantastic results of this,
renewing, regenerating, and multiplying work in your life.
Many great thinkers throughout history has been known to use
these Hidden Forces to better their lives. But, never has it been
explained in the easy, step-by-step way that you will find in this
book. Here, for the very first time, the secrets of this Hidden
Powers are presented a way that you can use.

This book gives you the keys, techniques, and easy method which
others have employed to absorb psychic powers for happy and
dynamic living. You will witness how others have mastered all
circumstances with this Hidden Force. You will advance to the
point where you can also focus and direct psychic powers
instantly.

This book will show you how to be a dynamic person. It is all
done with transforming energy of the Unseen Universe. The
hidden Universal Forces and the Hidden unseen Powers.

                                         George F. Felfoldi, D.D., Ph.D.
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CHAPTER 1

Astral Travel
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Astral Travel
Astral Projection, out of body experience, lucid dreaming. Don’t
you want to know what the other side will be like?

We all leave our physical bodies when we go to sleep at night.
You may have thought you were dreaming when actually you out
of body traveling around the astral planes. For instance, if you
were dreaming in full blown color and maybe flying or falling. In
these scenarios you would be actually be astral projecting. You
can learn to consciously leave the body by using a porthole device
or you can use dream control method, or maybe this method here
below. Just so you know… there are many different methods that
can be used to induce an out of body experience. There is no best
method. The best method is whatever works best for you. Here is a
simple method that is easy to learn.

1, Simply lay down with the lights off. Make sure that you are
completely relaxed. Lie there and be quiet and still, calm and clear
your mind.
2, Imagine your astral body which may look like a gray matter
shaped in the form of your body. Imagine it lifting and floating out
of your body, floating up to the ceiling in your room.
3, Turn and look down and try to see your body lying there. If you
are successful you may want to stay in the room and float around
for a while, staying close to the body. Or you can choose to walk
through the walls and travel to where ever you wish to go. You can
fly there or you can will yourself there instantly.
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Here are some pointers.

• Watch what you think. Everything that you think can manifest
on the astral planes. So you don’t want to be thinking about
anything evil or you will attract it.

• Anytime you think that you are scared or lost, just think of your
body and you will be back in it in a flash.

• Ever notice that when you are falling in a dream and you hit the
bottom you always walk up quickly! That is your astral body
snapping back into its proper place.

• The use of drugs can lower your vibrations meaning you will
not be able to travel to the higher astral planes where the
vibrations are higher.

• The reason you will want to travel higher on the astral planes is
because you may have to escape an attack by a lower vibrating
entity (spirits). They can not travel on the higher planes.

THE DREAM CONTROL METHOD

Learn to realize that you are having an out of body experience
through dream control!

First you will want to study the dream control methods and also
Dream Recall in this book. Then when you have become
successful with that part of the dream control, you will be ready
for this part.

You need to advance your dream techniques to where you realize
that you are dreaming so that you can control the dream. Once you
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have realized that you are dreaming you will find that you can
control where you want to go and what you want to do. Now I am
talking about when you have a dream that is in full blown color.
Those type of dreams are usually mean that you are actually out of
body or (OBE). You see when people go to sleep at night their
astral bodies leave and float around the astral planes in a dreamy
state or gathering energy. Sometimes you may be learning things
from other higher beings and eventually it is released in your
conscious state later on when these beings think the time is right.
You just have to become conscious of it all.  Remember that
dreams that are in black and white are usually just plain dreams.
They can be controlled too but you are going to get the best results
with the dreams that are in full color.

Here are some key pointers:

• Work with dreams that are in full blown color.
• You must learn to become conscious during the dream.
• Try to take control of the dream and go where you wish.
• When you have achieved control, you will know that you had

an OBE!
• Remember to keep a diary of every experience, write it down in

full detail, so that you can see what you have accomplished.
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Chapter 2

Binding
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Binding
BINDING SOMEONE ANNOYING.

Take a piece of paper and write the name of the person that is to be
bound on a 3” x 3” piece of paper, using a black ink pen or a
pencil.

While you do this visualize the face of the person on your mind.
When you have written the name across it with an inverted
pentacle (5 pointed star with a circle).

Fold the paper twice and take a rubber band and tie the paper with
it. Raise it up to your temple and chant three times the following
below:

“To be protected from you,
This magic charm I will do,
With this words I bind thee,
For you to let me be,
To be protected from your harm,
I now seal this charm”.

Now place the paper on the right shoe and slam your feet on the
ground nine times (doesn’t have to be so loud that everyone can
hear it). As you slam it ninth time say…

“SO MOTE IT BE”

I hope you guys and girls enjoy this spell, it is really easy and to
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do. If you have any questions just ask them.

“Blowing Wind” warlock15@madmail.com
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Chapter 3

Candle Magic
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Candle Magic

CANDLE RITUALS

Candle rituals have been around for centuries. You may remember
your first candle ritual when you were two years old on your
birthday. The candles were fit and you were told to close your
eyes, to make a wish and then blow out the candles. Candle spells
are pretty much the same principle.

You light the candles, maybe close your eyes while repeating a
spell or that which you wish for and visualizing it coming true. It
is a combination of need and desire, and the ability to visualize the
outcome. Candle burning spells and rituals are very easy to do and
to have success with it if they are done correctly and you truly
believe.

TABLE OF COLORS

The different colors of  candles each have their own symbolism.
Here is a table of the colors and their meanings:

• White: Purity, Truth
• Red: Sex, Health, Love, Strength
• Green: Luck, Money, Fertility
• Black: Evil, Discord, Confusion, Negativity
• Brown: Hesitation, Neutrality, Uncertainty
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• Pink: Honour, Love, Morality
• Purple: Ambition, Power, Business progress
• Orange: Attraction, Stimulation
• Greenish Yellow: Anger, Discord, Jealousy
• Gray: Negativity, Neutrality, Stalemate
• Light Blue: Health, Tranquility, Patience
• Dark Blue: Depression, Changeability

Candle spells can be very easy or it can be very complicated. It all
depends on how much time you want to put into a ritual. It can be
as simple as lighting a green candle and chanting, money, money
come to me.

It can also be very long and complicated lasting several days with
the repositioning of the candles each day.  The choice is always
yours.

The first thing you want to do is to get the appropriate color of
candle for your peticular desire. Then you need to anoint the
candle with oil. Olive oil will do just fine. You need to rub the
candle with the oil from the middle outwards to the ends. As you
are doing this you need to be thinking of your desired goal. Then
sit and meditate on your desire after lighting the candles, then read
your spell or chant your appropriate mantra. You do not need some
elaborate spell with a bunch of big words or words you don’t even
know how to pronounce.

You can make your own spells or rituals. Think of your desire then
make a simple little rhyme that tells about your desire in it. It
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doesn’t even have to rhyme.
This is all about will power, the power of positive thinking, and
creative visualization.

If you can do these things then you will send those vibrations out
into the universe and eventually they will materialize for you.
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Chapter 4

Conjuring Raw Energy
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Conjuring Raw Energy

This is a spell for conjuring raw energy of the environment that is
around you and focusing it towards a powerful goal. The results
are usually immediate, and it becomes more powerful with
practice. Here is how it’s done:

Method:

Sit down with your legs crossed. You clear your mind and
become one with yourself. Your mind truly needs to be clear in
order for this to work. Then hold out both of your arms, and
have your recessive hand and your projective hand in a fist,
both arms parallel to each other. Feel the energies of the
universe entering into your recessive hand and flowing
through your body towards your projective hand. Let the
energy build up in your projective hand until you feel you have
an immense amount of energy. Then fling your arms to the
right, open your projective hand and while doing this, an
envision the energies flying towards your goal. Then recite a
quick chant that will best suite your goal.

This, if practiced, will become a very powerful and useful talent.

This spell is by Leonardo Campero, and you can e-mail him at
Summonerofsnakes@aol.com
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Chapter 5

Contact The Dead
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Contact The Dead
CONTACT THE DEAD SPELL

You need at least 5 people to do this, you must draw a pentagram
or a purple cloth make sure the cloth is big enough for everyone to
sit on. Now have your alter at the head of the pentagram. The alter
must have a pentagram on it, with candles on the points, and your
chalice in the middle. Now have everyone gather round the
pentagram on the cloth in the middle put a black candle for
protection, and a medal bowl with garlic in it, draw an upside
down pentagram and burn it and place it in the bowl with the
garlic.

Then take your chalice and fill it with red wine (not white wine).
Each person take a sip out of it and say “protect us”. When
everyone has done this place the metal bowl and the black candle
on the alter. Have a volunteer lay down across the pentagram with
2 people on the right side and 1 person on the left side. Have the
other person lay in front of the volunteer and rub their temples, a
say once.

“(Say the persons name). Your eyes are getting heavy, you are
going into a deep sleep, you see in your mind (say the person you
are trying to contact), her mind is like an opened book, read it to
us.” Then you should take 2 fingers and place it underneath his/or
her body and lift him/or her off the ground. And then place them
back on the ground. (Say the persons name) who you are trying to
contact and they should talk to you. After they are done talking,
the person should go silent that is showing the person has left.
Then
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you should call the volunteers name and they will wake up. It
might help to do a banishing spell after.

This spell is by …. TKDKICKER114@aol.com
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Chapter 6

Defeat A Rival
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Defeat A Rival

DEFEAT A RIVAL IN LOVE

Take a lock of hair from the person you love, then make with it as
many knots as rivals they are, saying in a low voice (the name and
the surname) of each rival. Throw it into the fire in which there
will be bay leaves, verbena leaves and flowers and majoram limbs.

As you throw it say 3 times in a loud voice: “Scheva, annul the
powers of my rivals”.

From that moment the person that you love will not notice any
other person except you.

This spell is by …. Jessica hotestgirl86@yahoo.com.ar
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Chapter 7

Dragon’s Charm
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Dragon’s Charm
DRAGON CHARM SPELL

On wings of thunder, honor bound,
Search me out, I drum the sound.
Twist and turn in the night,
Dragon come, my guiding light.
Protect, guardian, friend not foe,
Come to me, see my sigil glow.
Strong and true, this friendship charm,
I beacon thee, protect me from harm.
Around and about my magick swirls,
Come to me, your wings unfurled.
Welcome o guardian (person’s name).

This spell is by … Dallasmacj@aol.com
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Chapter 8

Dream Recall
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Dream Recall

SCIENCE OF TOTAL RECALL OF YOUR DREAMS

Weather you believe it or not, you can learn to recall most all your
Dreams. With these simple techniques you can start remembering
dreams within the first or second night of practice. It is sort of like
Hypnosis in a  way. You are simply making suggestions to your
mind before you are completely asleep. This state of mind is called
“The borderline sleep level”. It is when your brain is most likely to
absorb the suggestions.

Many expert say, “That certain foods can cause bad dreams.” Well
I don’t know it that is true or not but, I do know from personal
experience that when, I eat cheese or drink a glass of milk, I seem
to have more intense dreams. Not necessarily bad dreams. Then
again, when we eat food before bedtime that gives you indigestion,
it might seem that it is causing you to have dreams. This is do to
the fact that the indigestion is keeping you slightly awake. You
know that borderline sleep level, I mentioned earlier, so you are
slightly aware of these dreams. However, there is one other thing
to consider. If you are having intense dreams and they are in color
then more than likely you are having a OBE. Out-body experience
or otherwise known as “Astral Projection”. I am not going to get
into that right now. But I will in another Chapter of this book.  All
right, let’s get going! There are 4 easy steps to this, which I have
listed below:
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METHOD AND STEPS

Step 1, PREPARING FOR BED: Try to get your body as relaxed
as you can. If you have to stretch or even do Yoga all the better.
You can even meditate to clear your mind, so that you are more
prepared for the next step. You don’t have to eat or refrain from
eating before bedtime. You may do as you like. Try experimenting
with eating different foods before bedtime to see if you get any
different results in the end. Make sure that you have a pen and
paper handy to write with next to the bed.

Step 2, PROGRAMING: This is the most important part. When
you get to the borderline sleep level (which is right before you are
completely asleep) you must tell yourself over and over again that
you will remember all your dreams and that you will wake up after
each dream and write down your experience. If you do not like
having to repeat all that then try tape recording yourself saying
these things. Make sure that you tape at least 10 to 15 minutes
worth. That should be more than sufficient.

Step 3, TAKING NOTES: This step is also very important. If you
successfully wake up after each dream, then you must write down
everything you can remember in detail. Write down whether your
dream was in color or black and white. This is why we will keep a
pen and pad next to the bed. Make sure not to put in the bed with
you. You don’t want to end up stabbing yourself in your sleep.
Then you must try to go right back to sleep. Keeping the pen and
pad handy. Hopefully you will go right back into another dream
and repeat the process.

Step 4, REVIEWING THE NIGHT: Now it is time to review the
night. You will be amazed at how many dreams you actually had
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that night. I usually find that I have 10 to 15 dreams a night and
sometimes even more. Everyone dreams and everyone dreams
many times at night, they just don’t know they do until they try
something like this. Make special note of dreams that are in full-
blown color, for you will want to reference them once you start
studying Astral Projection.
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Chapter 9

Healing
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Healing

HEALING SPELL

Things That You Need:

• Powdered cinnamon
• Green ribbon
• A glass jar or other container with a lid
• Various small objects - preferably green, silver or white (such

as paper, dried leaves, beads, piece of smooth glass and colored
wood)

• Green or silver glitter

METHOD:

1, Cast a circle as normal, calling the quarters and erecting a
barrier of energy.

2, Consecrate all the items which you are going to use, then lay
them out on your alter (or if you are outside, on a tray).

3, Sprinkle the cinnamon over all the objects and say the following
words:

“Herb for healing,
Herb for hope.
Herb for strength,
Herb help me cope.”
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“I call on thee, spirits of water, earth, fire and air, to aid me in
this healing.”

4, Bind the Green ribbon around the jar three times (3 x) and say
the following:

“Thrice I bind thee, and so with nine calls, you will heal.”

5, Put all the small objects and the glitter into the jar, screw on the
lid and shake it nine times (9 x), and say the following:

“Power of healing, I command you, heal (name of person) from
all sickness!”

6, Thank the elements, and the guardians of the watchtower, and
take down the circle.

7, When you have finished, then keep the jar in a safe place, and
every time you need the power of healing, then take it out and
shake it nine times (9 x), saying the following:

“(Name of person) be well, (Name of person) be free of
sickness”.

Spell by Darkerune@hotmail.com
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HOW TO HEAL PHYSICAL PAIN

Things That You Need:

• Piece of amethyst (as clear as possible), or a piece of Fluorite.
• A good visualization skills.

Method:

Sit in a quiet place and clear your mind of everything that you can.
Take the amethyst (or fluorite) and hold it in your hand that is
closest to the hurt. (If the pain is in the center of the body, hold it
in your writing hand). Imagine a soothing light collecting at your
feet and draw it up slowly towards your head filling every part of
your body. Whilst doing this say silently the following verse:

“Bright light, shining light,
heal my hurt with all thy might.”

Repeat this as you move the light up through the body. When you
reach the top of your head expand to fill outside the head with
light for about a foot. Then return to where the pain is most
concentrated, push all your healing energy into this area.

If this does not work the first time then repeat. You should feel
better soon.

To END the spell repeat the verse again but finish with “So mote it
be.”
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Thank you for taking the time to listen. I have tried it out along
with others and we have discovered that it works very well on
pain.

Spell by Lou … louhi@baptism-of-fire.co.uk
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Chapter 10

Home Blessing
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Home Blessing

HOME BLESSING

Bright Blessing, this is a spell to bless your home.

Things that you need:

First, mix equal parts of,

• Thyme
• Powdered garlic
• Rosemary
• Sage
• Cloves

After you have mixed the above ingredients well, sprinkle it
around your home while chanting:

“Magic wheel twist magic wheel turn,
round this house this spell begun.
All fights against evil my battle be won,
Mother goddess shine your light on this place,
this (day/night), night protect the occupants, protect this home
with harm to none this me will be done.”

Spell by Roshelle at amoonra51@hotmail.com
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Chapter 11

Hypnotism
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Hypnotism

THE ART OF HYPNOTISM, SELF HYPNOSIS AND
HYPNOTIZING OTHERS….

Many years ago I have learned the Art of Hypnosis. It was with
one of the courses that I had to do under Parapsychology. I was
taught how to hypnotize myself as well as other people. It is
actually an easy process involving very little study and practice.
You must remember one thing, not everyone can be hypnotized.
Some people are so wrapped up in their thoughts of every day
worries that they CAN NOT simply concentrate. In order for a
person to be hypnotized, you must be able to relax and clear your
mind just the same as you would during meditation.

I would suggest to you, to try it on yourself before you try it on
other people. Here below are the steps, that you must follow to
hypnotize yourself:

METHOD:

1, Sit on a couch in the upright position and close your eyes and
your arms at your side or in your lap. Do not move around. Just sit
there are relax for a minute.

2, Clear your mind of all thoughts. How do you do this? ….
Simply imagine a big Dumpster or a very large metal box on your
mental screen. Then see it open and put all your thoughts and
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worries in it one by one … bills … your love life … your problems
… your children … your job … everything that you can think of.
Then close the lid and lock it! Then push it off your mental screen.

3, Now sit there quietly with no thoughts for a minute. When you
are ready to start … do not forget to tell yourself as you go through
each part of your body that you are  becoming more and more
relaxed as you go. (You must tell yourself this).

4, Now … start with your head … imagine every part of your head
relaxing … start with your eyes … then go to your ears … the
mouth … all your facial muscles. Spend time with each part to
make sure it is fully relaxed.

5, Now go to your neck and do the same.

6, Now go to your whole chest and stomach region and start with
your heart … slow it down and make it at peace. Relax all your
chest muscles and then your stomach area.

7, Now relax your arms feeling them going limp. Relax every
muscle in your arms one by one including your fingers.

8, Next go to your groin area and relax all the muscles there.

9, Now it is time to do your legs … start with the thighs and work
your way down to the feet relaxing each and every one of your
toes.

By this time you should be like a big lump of Silly Putty … totally
relaxed and at peace. Now here comes the fun part. This is where
you will get to hypnotize yourself and see if it really works.
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1, Sit there with your arms in your lap and/or at your side and tell
yourself that your right arm is getting very light. It is getting very,
very light. Keep telling yourself this and feel how it is getting
lighter. Tell yourself that it is getting so light that it is starting to
raise up off your lap. Feel it getting light as you keep telling
yourself this and feel it raising up off your lap. It is getting lighter
by the second and it is raising up higher and higher until it is up in
the air.

2, Once you have achieved this and your arm is up in the air, you
may tell yourself it is getting heavy again and lower it to your lap.
You will now tell yourself that you will awaken fully refreshed
with energy and a clear mind.

3, Open your eyes and evaluate what you have done. Write down
your experience in your magical journal. If you did not have
success … try again later that day and keep trying until you are
satisfied with the results. If it never works for you, then you may
be the one of those people who cannot be hypnotized.

Now, this method can be used on someone else. Try it on your best
friend, except you are the one who will be telling them to relax
each part of their body. Then do the arm raising stunt with them
and see if it works. Remember … as you go through each part of
the body with them … tell them they are getting more and more
relaxed and sleepy. If it works then you can try more difficult
things like making them do funny things.

Remember … Do not make people do things that will hurt
them or others.

You can also use this method to remember things and program
yourself to lose weight or to stop smoking, or even to study better
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or what ever you choose.

If you have been successful … Congradulations! You now know
how to Hypnotize.
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Chapter 12

Invisibility
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Invisibility

INVISIBILITY SPELL

Here is a spell to make you be less noticeable, This spell may not
work for some people depending on experience.

METHOD:

First of all, visualize a white or black light (which ever is more
suitable) and visualize yourself inside that light, now picture that
light getting blurry and taking in the colors of the objects around
you, now see yourself getting blurry or being sucked into the light
and the light taking the form of the object around you until you
cannot see the light. Your eyes must be closed for you to do this.

Spell by Angel  Angeloffire2001@aol.com
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Chapter 12

Levitation
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Levitation

LEVITATION SPELL

“Light as a feather, stiff as a board.” An old classic Spell.

METHOD:

This is a White Magic Spell and it is interesting. If you have two
friends over, have one of them lay on the floor with their face up.
You and the other friend put your hands under them and start
chanting.

“Light as a feather, stiff as a board.” (repeat over and over).

Start very loud, then get softer until you are saying it in your mind.
Your friend will slowly start levitating.

Spell by Jack Riley  at  Jackriley@aol.com
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Chapter 14

Luck
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Luck

LUCK SPELL

Here is a short Luck Spell

Just say these words when the moon is full:

“Lady of luck come out of your hidden course,
bless your light upon me as the light of the moon shines above,
and in the light of luck will be blessed I, when the moon
is next to be full.”

Spell by … members1@webmail.nana.co.il
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Chapter 15

Money
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Money

MONEY SPELLS

Hi there. Welcome to this section on Money Spells. These spells
are from different Magicians and Witches from all over the world.

The originator of each spell is given, if known.

TO OBTAIN MONEY
(Done during the full moon)

METHOD

Fill your cauldron half full of water and drop a silver coin into it.
Position the cauldron so that the light from the moon shines into
the water. Gently sweep your hands just above the surface,
symbolically gathering the Moon’s silver. While doing this say the
following:

“Lovely Lady of the Moon, bring to me your
wealth right soon. Fill my hands with silver
and gold. All you give, my purse can hold.”

Repeat this three times (3 x). When finished, pour the water upon
the earth.

Spell from Celtic Magic by D. J. Conway
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MONEY, MONEY SPELL

This spell I made my own version and it works quite well

Things That You Need:

• Green candle
• White candle

METHOD

This may be done at any time, but preferably at the same time each
day or night. You will need a Green Candle and a White Candle.
The Green candle represents the money, and the white candle
represents you. Make sure that you anoint the candles with oil
first, thinking of your desire for money to come to you. Set the
candles on your alter or table (9 inches apart). After doing this say
the following:

“Money, money come to me,
In abundance three times three.
May I be enriched in the best of ways,
Harming none on its way.
This I accept, so mote it be,
Bring me money, three times three.”

Repeat this for nine days (9 days). Each day move the white
candle one inch closer to the green candle. When the candles
touch, your spell is finished. Make sure you visualize the money
pouring in from the universe.
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COLTSFOOT WEALTH SPELL

Things You Need:

• Husk of corn
• A dollar bill
• Parchment paper
• Coltsfoot leaves
• Green string or ribbon
• Green cord

For wealth and prosperity for a year, take the husk from an ear of
corn and  a dollar bill along with a note written on parchment.

METHOD:

Say the following below:

“Oh, dear god of luck,
money is like muck,
not good except it be spread.
Spread some here at ___________ (write in your address).
Thanks to be thee. Amen.”
Sign your name.

Sprinkle the dollar bill and note with coltsfoot leaves. Roll the
husk up and tie together with green string or ribbon. Hand the
token up above the entryway with green cord. That the husk
should bring riches into your home or business by the bushel.
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SCULLCAP MONEY SPELL

To inspire others to give you money, place some Scullcap in a
small saucer and moisten it with Money Mist, or Money Drawing
Oil. Get a ball of green cord or yarn  and wind it around your “nest
egg” of Scullcap and oil, winding until the herb is completely
covered and secure.

Tie the cord so that the ball will not unwind and hang it above the
doorway. All those who enter will become possessed with an
unreasoning desire to bring you gifts and money to your home.
Anoint the ball every seventy days (70 days) with a few drops of
the oil to preserve it’s power.

MONEY SPELL WITH SMARTWEED

To find money, one should make a conjure bag containing a
magnetic horseshoe, and a lodestone to attract and draw wealth to
you, and some smartweed to enable you to see how to capture it
and hold it without being led astray by unprofitable distractions or
foolish delays. Feed your money bag with a sprinkle of Gold
Magnetic Sand every third day (3rd day) until you find the amount
you need.

LAVENDER MONEY SPELL

A lucky money spell is made by placing in a conjure bag seven
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pieces (7 pieces) of money, each different, such as a penny, nickel,
dime, quarter, a half dollar, and $1.00 bill, and $5.00 bill, all of
which are sprinkled liberally with lavender.

Take the bag with you for seven days (7 days) and your money
should multiply seven times (7 x), (This would give you $41.46
above your original investment) or in some instance if the gods are
smiling in your direction, seven times seven (7 x 7). This would
result in a tidy sum of $338.50 and seems well worth trying for.

LUCK HAND ROOT MONEY SPELL

To get and hold a job, always carry a lucky hand root on your
person. Use Lucky 9 Oil, on your wrists each day for nine days (9
days), and burn some John the Conqueror Incense each night.
These roots bring luck in all undertakings and no conjure bag
would be considered complete without one. The hands are usually
imperfect, but this does not affect their value as a talisman. The
ones which are formed to that all five fingers are distinguishable
are very rare and therefore extremely expensive.

YELLOW DOCK MONEY SPELL

Brew a tea with a spoonful of this herb to a cup of water, strain
and use to wash door knobs at your place of business to draw
customers, or at home to attract good fortune.

A QUICK MONEY SPELL
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This spell requires good visualization. Take green candles and
anoint it with cinnamon oil. Take the bill or write on a piece of
paper the amount of a bill you own and who it is to. You will need
a candle that can burn for 7 days. Place the paper under the candle.
Hold your hands over the candle and say:

“This candle burns to light the way
for the money I need to pay this bill
in a way that harms no one.”

Light the candle and burn patchouli incense. Meditate for about 5
minutes as the candle burns. Visualize yourself writing the check
or purchasing the money order for this bill and putting it in the
mail. Burn the candle every day around the same time for seven
days (7 days) and 15 minutes at a time. Also, burn patchouli
incense every day too with the candle. On the last day, burn the
paper with the flame from the candle and let the candle burn
completely out.

PROSPERITY RITUAL

Things That You Need:

• Puppet made out of green cloth, leave the head open
• Chamomile for money
• Rosemary for luck
• Basil for success
• Needle and thread
• Directional elements (earth, incense for air, fire, water)
• Altar Devotions
• Casting the Circle
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METHOD:

As you walk around the circle three times (3 x), imagine a green,
soothing mist trailing from your fingers, enveloping you and
enclosing your magick circle. Say the following words:

“I conjure the magick circle I am safe within the Goddess’
womb. A sacred place, a world apart.
Where enchantment births and magick starts,
With Air and Fire, Water and Earth,
I circle round the Mother’s girth.
This circle is sealed.”

Drawing Down the Moon. Stand holding your athame, legs
slightly apart, arms at your side. Breath deeply. Raise the athame
to your lips, holding it with both hands, and then point it towards
the moon. Feeling the energy of the moon move through the
athame, down your arms and into your whole being.

Invocation to the Goddess
“Wondrous Lady of the Moon

Mistress of all magick and protectress of all Wicca
Life-giving mother

I greet you at the waxing of the moon’s power
I invite you to attend my Full Moon rite.”

Invocation to the God.
“Radiant King of the Heavens
Master of beasts wild and free

Horned stag
I greet you at the waxing of the moon’s power

I invite you to attend my Full Moon rite.”
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Meditation and Chant to the Goddess.
Sit with your spine straight, legs crossed, hands in your lap.

Close your eyes and visualize the Goddess.
How she appears to you.

Feel her arms around you in a protective embrace.
When you have the vision firmly planted, begin chanting softly.

“Starry Goddess, Full of Light.
I honor you this Full Moon Night.”

Repeat, feeling your energy grow.
This energy will be used during the following spellworking.

Spellworking.
Cleanse and consecrate puppet for workings of magick.

Stuff it with the herbs. Sew the opening closed.
Then say the following:

“Goddess of Opportunity
Bring good things in life to me

I’ll be alert to all you send,
Goddess be my helpful friend.”

Repeat 3 times, envisioning the opportunity you wish
to come to you.

Reverse Lunar Draw.
Raise the athame to the moon, then bring it

to your lips and back down to your side,
releasing the energy you built during the Drawing.

Thank the Goddess and God.
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Release the Circle.
Walk back around the circle, pulling the mist back into your

hands.
Place the puppet in your closet, your car, your handbag

or somewhere else close to you. You can re-work this spell
at the next full moon if you feel it’s necessary.

TO BANISH DEBT

Things That You Need:

• A piece of rolled parchment, 2 inches wide (and as long as you
like).

• One black pen.
• One purple candle.
• Oil (of your choice).
• Incense (of your choice).
• White candle

Suggestions Correspondences:

• Moon: Full (for more power), Dark (to banish)
• Day: Monday (Family) or Saturday (banish) or Sunday

(success).
• Planet: Moon (for family), Saturn (to banish), Sun (success), or

Mars (fast action), Uranus (change).
• Planetary Hour: Same as above.
• Astrological Placement: Moon in Aquarius (optional)
• Deity: Juno (Goddess of Gold).
• Elements: Air
• Elemental: Sylphs
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METHOD:

Cleanse and consecrate all supplies with the four elements (earth,
air, fire, and water). List all your debts on the parchment. Draw a
banishing pentacle on the back of the parchment. Carve a
banishing pentacle on the candle. Place the rolled parchment in the
candle holder then tighten candle on top. Think of banishing your
debts. Think of the feeling of happiness and relief when the debts
are banished. Light the candle. Take the candle to the East quarter
and ask that the Sylphs send your message of banishment out to
the universe in a safe and protective way, and ask the prosperity
return to you in the same manner. Put the candle back on the altar
and, in your own words, ask Juno to banish the debts and replace
with prosperous energy. Allow the candle to burn completely. The
paper will catch fire, so watch what type of holder you are using (a
glass will break), and that the candle holder is on a fire safe place
or surface. As the candle burns, consecrate on banishing your
debts, your feelings of relief and happiness, and the coming
prosperity.

KNOTE MONEY SPELL

There are times when we are sometimes faced with an urgent
financial need. This is one spell I do not use often, and only use
when I am in a sincere financial bind. Do not misuse the powers
that be for greediness. Only to help you out in a  pinch if the need
arises.

This may not work for those of you with short hair. I have long
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hair and this part of the  spell. If you have short or no hair, try
substituting green thread or yarn (use natural fibers thread or yarn,
such as cotton or wool). To see if the yarn is real or synthetic, burn
a bit of it on the end. If it forms a hard little nub, then it is
synthetic.

Brush or comb your hair. The strands of hair that are on the comb
or brush, is what you’ll be using. When you have at least nine or
more long strands of hair, you are ready to begin. Begin by
chanting the following or similar words:

“Dear Lord and Lady,
Please send money to me.
Please send money to me,
Dear Lord and Lady.
Let the money come in an innocent way,
Let harm come to none, for fulfilling,
This need for which I pray.”

As you chant the above, rub the strands of hair between your
palms, to form a sort of cord. Keep chanting, while doing the
following. Next, tie nine knots onto this hair cord. The following is

a sloppy diagram to show you where to tie these knots on the hair
cord. The numbers represent where the knots should be tied.

---1---6---4---8---3---7---5---9---2---

Tie the first knot at the furthest left side of the hair cord, second
knot at the furthest right side of the hair cord, the third knot in the
middle and so on.
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As you tie these knots, keep chanting. Visualize your financial
need being met, through positive ways, such as finding a stash of

money you forgot about, winning a small sum, but not through
inheritance etc. (as this is destructive, you do not want someone to

die, in order for you to meet your financial needs, which is why
the wording of the chant used is so important).
Once you have tied the nine knots in the appropriate order, keep
chanting and visualizing debts paid in full etc. Then, either bury
the hair cord, burn it or throw it into the wind. Then make an
offering to the Lord and Lady, by either burying an apple, pour
some milk or wine into the ground, bury a bit of tobacco etc.

As you prepare and leave your offering of thanks, say out loud that
you are thankful for their love, assistance, help, guidance etc. and
be sincere when doing so.

MONEY RITUAL

Perform this spell on the three nights (3 nights) before the full
moon, the night of the full moon, and the three nights after, using
the same candles.

Ritual Bath: Use money bath salts, candlelight. Bring power
through head and feet to cleanse ant negativity. Get in water and
focus on goal. (When you drain the tub, negativity will go down
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the drain).

Cast circle. Light alter candles, God and Goddess Candles. Invoke
Gods. Anoint green pillar candles with lodestone oil, visualizing
putting your energy for your goal into the candle. Visualize the
goal as already existent. Rub candle with cinnamon and cloves.
Burn money incense.

Spell by Elizabeth Mack

MONEY SPELL

This is one of my favorite spell that I use very often. Yes this spell
has been around for the past 300 to 400 years. And I find that it
works quite well.

You can do or perform this spell at any time. All that you really
need is a green and a white candle.

Make an altar and light both of your candles. And repeat the
following three times (3 x) for 7 days:

“Money, money come to me.
From limitations set me free.
Desire is the money key,
That opens treasures throve to me.
My good luck starts, and my bad luck ends.
My life is blessed with many friends.
Money comes to enrich my life,
And break my bonds of a poor mans life.
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Rise O spirits and greatly bless,
And fill my life with happiness.”

This spell is by Norvall. It is a White Magic Spell.

MONEY SPELL

Here is one of my favorite money spells. This is translated from an
old Tibetan Spell going back almost 400 years. This spell works
quite well for calling on the Nature Spirits for help.
Light a green candle and say the following, three times (3 x).

“Money, money grows on trees,
Flowers attract the honey bees.

Food and precious things of worth,
God has cause to bless the earth.

Let each symbol that I see,
Be for me a money tree.

Bringing riches, clothes and food,
From Mother Earth comes all my good. “

This spell is by Norvall
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PREPARETORY

PREPARETORY SPELL BEFORE PREFORMING BLACK
MAGIC

“Expugno Lumen, Nillus Lux,
Vis Levis, Luciens Nux”.

<Translated>

“We Extinguish the Light, We Render it’s death,
Violent Light, Light is Dead.”

Say the above three times (3 x) with a bell dipped in fresh blood
and rung 3 times (3 x) over the Gate or summoning sigil.

Spell by Cluien@dangergirl.com
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PROSPERITY

PROSPERITY POTION

Things That You Need:

• 1/8 tsp. Cinnamon
• 1 tsp. Ground bay leaf
• ½ tsp. Of basil
• ½ tsp. Of marjoram
• A wooden spoon
• ½ cup of spring water.
• A small cloth
• A jar with a lid
• A rubber band

METHOD:

Mix all the ingredients together and boil in the spring water for
about 30 minutes, stirring occasionally. Drain the potion and pour
it into a jar. Cover the jar with the cloth and fasten it with the
rubber band.

Leave the potion in a dark, cool place for three days (3 days) and
three nights (3 nights), then cap the jar with its original lid. The
potion only lasts until the fourteen nights, then you will have to
pour it on the Earth, thanking it for its powers and energies.

Spell by Sir Summer ShiningStar
© 2001 Sir Summer ShiningStar
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PROSPERITY SPELL

Things That You Need:

• ½ cup of Prosperity Potion
• A sheet of paper (with your name written on it in green ink)
• A small dish (capable of holding liquids)
• A green candle

METHOD:

What to do: Light the green candle, and place the paper in the dish.
Little by little, pour the potion on the paper while saying, thrice:

“Paper money come alive and grow,
Pour down on me both high and low.”

Snuff out the candle, and leave the dish undisturbed, in place, for
three concesutive nights. During those three nights, re-light the
candle and recite the chant.

Spell by Sir Summer ShiningStar
© Sir Summer ShiningStar
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PROTECTION

7 PROTECTION SPELLS … CHOOSE YOUR DESTINY

PROTECTION 1

Repeat the following:

“By the dragons light,
on this (month) night,
I call to thee to give me your might,
by the power of three,
I conjure thee,
to protect all that,
surrounds me,
so mote it be,
so mote it be!”

Spell by DANCAST84@aol.com

PROTECTION 2

Here is a protection chant to protect you from evil, you should do
this before and after doing spells.

Visualize your self sitting in the middle of the pentagram facing
upward with 3 circles of purple light around you and say the
following:
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“Protect me with all your might
Goddess gracious day and night.”

Say it three times (3 x) and then end it with saying:

“So mote it be.”

Here is another version of the same spell just different words is:

“Thrice around the circle’s bound
sink all evil to the ground.”

Say it three times (3 x) and then end it with saying:

“So mote it be.”

This Spell is by G. Cola … Gcola56@aol.com

PROTECTION 3

Cast while pointing towards the sky and say the following:

“Terra, Ignis, Aqua,
all three,

elements of astral I summon thee,
Earth by Divinity, Divinity by Earth,

give the enemy the power to see,
The strength of the elements by my side,

No rules magic I shall abide,
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now when my enemy meets his downfall,
this spell will have no power left at all,

in no way shall this spell reverse,
or place upon me any curse,

so mote it be.”

REMEMBER be prepared to take the consequences and use this
unless you have to.

This spell is by Wolf of the air - Anne & David
anne_david@cablenet.co.uk

PROTECTION SPELL 4

A protection spell from any spirit or demon, (has been tested and
never had any problem with it).

METHOD:

Cast a circle on the ground all caters enter, 1 - ? caster can be used,
(the more the more powerful). Say the following:

“Here me knights of the past,
Knights of the ancient law.

Hear me dead knights of an English tongue.
Hear me knights lost in battle,

who’s blade did good.
Hear me knights of old,

hear me knights of lost souls.
This night I invoke you.
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I summon thee to my arms aid.
Hear me knights, a new cause given.

Your body gone now spirit be.
Hear me Dead Knights I invoke thee.

By your spirit blade I invoke you.
By your might I invoke you.
By your spirit I invoke you.

Come now,
follow a new cause,

I summon thee.
Each of thee I enlist.

I invoke you dead knights lost.
Hear me and come to my aid.
Hear me and fight at my side.
Protect me from spirits harm.
Fight my battles I say to thee.

Hear me spirits of lost knights,
come to my aid,
come to my side.

Protect me from spirits harm.
Protect me from spirits light.

I invoke you.
I invoke you.
I invoke you.
I invoke you.
I invoke you.

Let my army be done.
Let it be.
Let it be.

This spell is by Eric Williams … ericw@cwv.net
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PROTECTION SPELL 5

Protection chant for out-door spells:

Before attempting spells at night, out-doors, take up a blessed
object (a wand for instance) and draw a pentagram in the air.
Imagine the pentagram glowing and the evil around being trapped
inside until after your spells, chant:

“ Hail fair moon
Ruler of the night;

Guard me and mine
Until the light.”

This spell is by Orica Firstar … oricora@yahoo.co.uk

PROTECTION SPELL 6

Say the following:

“By the dragons light
On this (month) night

I call to thee
To give me your might
By the power of thee

I conjure thee
To protect all

That surrounds me
So mote it be
So mote it be.
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This spell is by …ABCbabydoll123@aol.com

PROTECTION SPELL 7

This is a spell for protection against any evil, or those who wish to
do you harm.

Things That You Need:

• Your staff or wand
• Silver or blue shiny glitter
• A quiet place (best outdoors)
• Ribbon (same color as wand used)

You will need your staff or wand for this spell. It is best if the staff
used is blue, white or silver. The easiest way to achieve this is to
bind a ribbon, or ribbons, of the color around it for the spell. This
means you remove them afterwards.

1, It is best to go outside for this spell, as the air movement will
help disperse the glitter, and the magick.

2, Cast a circle, or create a sacred space.

3, Go to each quarter in turn (start with the West, then North, East
and South), and pound or tap the ground with your staff or wand,
chanting the following:

“I call thee, you who guard the watchtowers of the
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(direction) to guide me through the darkness,
and ensure my safety.”

Do this for all 4 quarters.

4, Stand in the center and say the following:

“In the shadows, evil hide,
Ready to draw me from love’s side,
But with your help I shall be strong,

And banish all that do me wrong.
Send them away, send them astray,

Never again to pass my way,
So mote it be.”

As you say the last three lines, scatter the glitter in a circle around
you.

5, Close the circle, and have something to eat to restore your
energies.

This spell is by Orie … darkerune@hotmail.com

TO PROTECT YOURSELF 1

This is a quick chant.

“Elements of the Sun,
Elements of the Day,

Come this way,
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Powers of night and day,
I summon thee,
I call upon thee,
To protect me,
So mote it be.”

This spell is by …
01bentonj@kingsthropecommunity.northants.sch.uk

TO PROTECT YOURSELF 2

This spell is a White Magic spell. Is very short and really does the
job. You can use it any where.

Just say the following:

“I am protected
by the light

of Gods power”

Repeat this 3 times (3 x) and believe that you are protected and
feel Gods energy surrounding you.

Spell by Rev. Dr. George Felfoldi …
georgefelfoldi@yahoo.com
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REMOVAL

(A PERSON) REMOVAL SPELL

This is a removal spell, a spell of White Magic. If you want to
remove a person from your life but still keep them safe and away
from any harm.

Things That You Need:

• White candle
• Ammonia
• Lemon juice
• Salt (table or sea salt)

METHOD:

Make an alter where it is quiet. Mix all your ingredients in a small
glass bowl or in a small dish.

Then repeat the following and fill in the words (3 times, once a
day for 7 days.) It does not matter what time of day you do this.
Then wait to see the results. Repeat if necessary.

“Ammonia, lemon and salt of sea.
Mix together, one, two, three.

Remove (persons name) from my sight,
So that they don’t bother me.

Help this person, find a new place in life.
Where they are safe, content and free.
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Let no harm come to (him or her) in any way,
And never again pass my way.

Ammonia, lemon and salt of sea.
Mix together, one, two, three.

This spell is by Rev. Dr. George Felfoldi …
georgefelfoldi@yahoo.com

© 2007, by George F. Felfoldi
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REUNITE LOVED ONES
TO BRING BACK LOVE OR REUNITE THAT FLAME

Some of you want to get that flame going again that you once
had in your relationship or maybe bring back a lover you once
had but is no longer in your arms. Here are a few spells to help
you get your motor running!

TO RESTORE A LOVER’S AFFECTIONS

Things That You Need:

• Powdered fingernail clippings
• Red wine
• glass

METHOD:

Mix a pinch of your powdered fingernail clippings with red wine
and then serve it to your unsuspecting lover on the night when the
moon is in a waxing phase.

BRING BACK A LOVER USING RETURN OIL

Things That You Will Need:
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• Pink or Red Image Candle
• New flower pot
• Hair
• Blood
• Nail clippings
• Clothing
• Sunflower seeds
• Oil

METHOD:

Anoint a pink or red Image Candle of the lost one and inscribe
(his/her name on it). Burn the candle, and when completed, bury it
in a new flower pot. Also in the flower pot place some hair, blood
or nail clippings from the person you wish to bring back. Plant a
sunflower. Wrap with an article of clothing belonging to the
person around the pot. Water every day.

As the plant grows, so will the love of the one you wish to bring
back.

TO WIN A LOVE WHO REJECTS YOU

Things That You Need:

• A wax doll
• Small fire
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METHOD:

Make a wax doll, in his or her name or image. Scribe the name
into the doll and then roast it over a small fire. As the wax melts,
so will the heart of the loved one.

TO GET A LOVED ONE BACK

Things That You Need:

• Candle
• Needle

METHOD:

Stick a needle through the wick of a candle. Light it, concentrate,
and speak the following incarnation:

“Needle in the flame,
Needle of fire,

Pierce (his/her) thoughts.
Make (him/her) writhe, agonize,

Till (his/her) heart turns back to me.”

TO BRING A LOVED ONE BACK

Take (his/her) picture and four pins, pin it facing against the back
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of the headboard, so the face looks (through the headboard), at the
sleeper. That will fix (his/her) mind on you.

Take (his/her) photograph and place it face down on a table. Place
a red candle on top of it. Burn the red candle on it for three hours
in the evening and three hours in the morning for six days. Turn
the picture face up and continue the candle burning ritual for three
more days. This will bring the person back.

Take the (his/her) photograph and place it over the top of a small
glass of water and put the glass under your bed. That will bring
him back across the water to your bed.

After sunset, write the (his/her) name on each of four pieces of
paper at the four corners of your house. Put the pieces of paper
under your pillow before you go to bed. Every night for eight
nights thereafter, write (his/her) name on each of four pieces of
paper at each of the four corners of your house and sleep on them.
He will come back.
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REVERSAL

REVERSAL SPELL

This is an Unbelievable simple spell that will reverse your last
spell. For example, if you make it rain, it will make it stop raining.
It also removes your last spell, like if you put a lust spell on
somebody and want to get rid of it. Al right, enough blabbing, here
it is:

First think of the last spell you cast, because this only works for
your most recent spell, hex, curse, whatever you did.

Just think about the actual magic you performed, then think about
how it went wrong. This should take no more than 20 seconds (at
the most). Now say this in a clear voice in these (EXACT) words
without stuttering, mumbling, getting your tongue twisted, etc.:

“My spell went wrong,
Please reverse it,
Don’t mess it up,

And don’t pervert it.”

If you performed the reversing spell correctly, it should work
properly.

This spell is by … Dragonwithwings@aol.com or at
MorbidMonk@aol.com
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SEE THE PERSON YOU WANT

INVOCATION TO THE SUN TO SEE THE PERSON WHO
YOU WANT

Take a piece of black paper, make a little hole on it and see
through it to the rising sun while saying the following:

“I invoke thee, Solar Spirit,
With the good auspices of a

live God, in order to let me see
(name of the person).”

Say these words, you will say:

:Anima mea,
turbata et valde sed tu domine,

usqueguo.”

Go over it three times (3 x), looking at the Sun. Then close your
eyes, focusing in your thought and in your imagination the image
of the person you want to see, who will appear soon.

This spell is by Jessica … hotestgirl86@yahoo.com.ar
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SEX - LUST

These Spells are for those of you who want to Satisfy your Fleshly
Desires.

THE LOVER’S BRUNCH

This is used to arouse your lovers interest in you.

You Will Need These Ingredients:

• 4 eggs
• ½ tsp. Of ginger
• Pinch of salt
• Pinch of pepper

METHOD:

Combine all the ingredients in a bowl. Fill half an eggshell with
water twice. Pour the water in the bowl each time. Beat the
mixture until it’s fluffy. Cook it in a lightly buttered frying pan,
over low heat  until the bottom of the  omelet is done. With your
fingernails trace your initials or name at the top of the omelet and
(his/her) at the bottom. Pop it under the broiler for a moment to
cook the top. Fold so that the initials are hidden.

Along with the omelet, serve a salad of bananas, peaches and
pitted cherries, all of which have a power to arouse love. Hot rolls
and apple butter also go along nicely (it’s the apple butter with the
power, especially if you made it yourself and use some of your
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kitchen witchery skills in the making of it!) If you can, share this
omelet from the same plate for a romantic brunch. Wash your
brunch down with champagne.

TO MAKE YOUR MAN MORE PASSIONATE IN BED

Write is name on a red phallus candle, stoke it 9 times with mink
oil, and then pass it through the smoke of musk incense. Light the
candle once a day, letting it burn ½ an inch each time. When the
candle is finished, wrap it in a piece of red satin and keep it under
your bed for one month.

TO START A PASSIONATE AFFAIR WITH THOU
PERSON’S DESIRE

Select a candle of light sky blue and cut seven notches firm and
true. Add to this seven strips of parchment paper, placed beside
thy candle taper. Upon them scribe, both first and last name, the
name of the lover bold and fast. Fold the strips in two lengthwise,
to keep the names from prying eyes. Strike a flame and set the
candle to burn, and let one strip to ashes burn. Speak out these
words seven times in all, to summon the forces and with love
enthall:

“Spirit of the dark love Goddess dear,
Bring (name of desire) to my arms right here.

Let me kindle the flame of desire,
And my love always with passion inspire.”
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Firm thy vision of what is intended as the candle to the first notch
burns and the hour is ended.

Repeat this spell a notch each night and one of the strips gleefully
light. With witches will and concentrated vision, thou canst
capture thy lover with precision.

ALETHA AND PHOENIX’S … BLACK PASSION LUST
SPELL

Gather together some rose petals, a red candle, black passion
incense (we used Spiritual Sky Blue), and an athame. If you don’t
have an athame to draw energy, just do it the usual way. Phoenix
casted the circle using the Lesser Banishing Rites of the
pentagram, and we casted the circle in rose petals. Then, we said
the following:

“The circle is casted,
and we are now between the worlds,

Beyond the bounds of time,
Where night and day,

Birth and death,
Joy and sorrow,

Meet as one.
It is in this place that we invoke
the tantric powers of Hecate.”

Then we draw Hecate within ourselves through a few moments of
meditation, and continue saying:
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“And now, we are as one.
So mote it be.”

Then raise energy. Put the candle in the circle’s center. Light it
together, visualizing your lust into the candle. Say the subject’s
name, then say:

“ And now, the spell will be cast.
I, ___________, cast a spell of lust over ___________.

Let (him/her) have thoughts, wishes, and dreams
of unbridled lust and passion for me,

Who is (his/her) brother/sister in the oceans of time.
So mote it be. ”

Light a candle and say the following:

“ And as we light this candle,
It is done with no ill consequences to anyone,

Including ourselves. “

Dismiss, give thanks, and close. You can do this spell alone or
with someone.

LUST SPELL

(Perform on Tuesday nights only).

These Are The Things That You Will Need:
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• Picture (of person you desire)
• A red or pink candle
• Pen or pencil

Cast a circle. Invoke Venus with this chant:

“Venus, Mighty one of Lust!
I call upon you with your trust
To bring this person to me now
Your fragile trust is your vow!”

Light your candle and chant while visualizing you and your
desired person doing what you wish.

Chant the following:

“(Person’s desired name) please come to me,
Fulfill my desire successfully.

I beg of you to come to me,
As I will, so mote it be. “

Take the picture and write your name and the desired person’s
name on the back of it. Kiss the picture, place it to your heart.
Extinguish the candle, and place picture in your pillow case.

This spell is by Tommy Smith ….
Daplaya5337@yahoo.com
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Chapter 24

Spells To Bring Spirits
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SPELLS TO BRING SPIRITS

SPELL TO BRING SPIRITS

This is a spell that has been translated from the Irish/Celtic
language. It’s origin are not known for certain. The spell is the
following:

Sit in a circle. Say the following:

“West chant: obey these words of power.
East chant: watchers of the threshold, watchers at the gate.

North chant: unbar the guarded door.
South chant: obey this command of this servant of power.”

Chant the above three times. The spell will bring the spirits of the
world to you to serve as a  guide to you and your coven.

This spell is by Surachai Laosuwan …

Surachail@prodigy.net

SUMMONING A SPIRIT OR GHOST

For conversation with the dead go to the cemetery: avoid the
grave’s Annoyances, speaking always gently:
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“ Earth, bone,
And winding sheet,

Let this spirit (name the spirit),
Come to me.
Yet send it,
In peace,

Or not at all. “

If the spirit comes, it should be offered white wine (not red wine);
and knelt to, from pity.

This spell is by bagapi@hotmail.com
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Telepathy
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TELEPATHY

TELEPATHY

Now I’ve always had a knack for reading people, but this always
helps me the morning after when in comes the reading minds. I
suggest that this spell be used by someone who already has already
evolved their Telepathy.

Do this spell before going to bed. A quick relaxing meditation
before helps. While burning a white candle, and a purple candle,
side by side, chant the following three times (3 x), and envision
your mind opening up. Then blow out the candles, and go to bed.

“ As it be thought in the mind of others
both familiar and strange.
Both sisters and brothers

may it be heard in my own head,
loud and clear as if it’s been said. “

Repeat the spell at least once in the morning, while envisioning
your mind opening up. Remember, other peoples thoughts will
almost seem like your own. You can’t pull them out of people
either. Over-concentrating will goof it up. Just have an open mind
to all things.

This spell is by Isaac Whitaker
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Weed Curse
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WEED CURSE

THE WEED CURSE

This spell should be cast on a Friday night at least after 7:00 PM.
The spell will curse a (girl/boy) that has stolen your significant
other, or has cheated on you and than it curses both of them. Well
here it is >Get 3 weeds that have been stealing one of your plants
food, water, soil, etc. and place it in your Cauldron filled with
water. Place a picture of the person in which you're going to curse,
(and only you can curse them or it comes back at the person most
significant to you.) Than chant the following three times (3 x):

“ You have been so evil,
stealing my (guy/girl),

So unto you this curse I hurl.
Don’t ever go near my very best friend,

or another time this curse ill send. “

Now pick the picture up, out of the water and after a while burn it,
and by the next moon cycle and the slut will be begging for mercy.

This spell is by Nene ..

hot_bitch20402000@yahoo.com
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Wishing
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WISHING

WISHING SPELL

Perform the spell outside. You will need one of the following
powdered herbs according to what you will wish for:

Things That You Need:

• Bay, also known as bay laurel (for success and prestige wishes)
• Rosemary (for promotion and advanced wishes)
• Cinnamon (for power wishes)
• Vervain (Vebena) (for general wishes)
• Cardamom (for love wishes)
• Peppermint (for prosperity wishes)

METHOD:

Hold the herb you have chosen and visualize in fine detail. Hold
the herb up to your mouth and breath upon it trying to force the
wish through your breath onto the herb. Turn facing North and
say:

“ King Boreas of the north wind,
by the powers of earth,

I call you to carry my wishes to the northern quarter,
And by the powers of the gnomes,
I ask that you bring me success. “

Blow a quarter of the powdered herb from your palm in the
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direction of North.

Turn to the East and say:

“ King Eureus of the East Wind,
by the power of air,

I call you to carry my wish to the Eastern quarter,
And by the powers of sylphs,

I ask that you bring me success. “

Blow a quarter of the powdered herb to the east.

Turn to the South and say the following:

“ King Notus of the south wind,
By the powers of fire,

I call you to carry my wish to the southern quarter,
And by the powers of Salamanders,
I ask that you bring me success. “

Blow a quarter to the south.

Turn to the West and say the following:

“ Kinf Zephyrus of the west wind,
By the powers of water,

I call you to carry my wishes to the western quarter,
And by the powers of Undines,

I ask that you bring me success. “

Blow the final quarter of the herb to the west.
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Leave the area without looking back, safe in the knowledge that
the powers of the universe have taken over your wish.

This spell is by Ben Palmer …

BenPalmer@Tinyworld.co.uk
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Other
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OTHER

RID ONE’S SELF OF PSYCHIC VAMPIRES

We all hate those evil beings who steal our good work, our
dreams, our lovers, this spell is also good to erase old memories
that tend to haunt us through out our life.

Things That You Need:

• Two white candles representing God (right side of the altar) and
a Goddess (left side of the altar)

• Your favorite smelling incense
• Frankincense (to ward off any negativity)
• Myrrh (to ward off any negativity)
• Sea salt (this is very extremely important and you can buy it

almost anywhere, (sea salt protects a person from any and all
harm).

• Your favorite type of oil (for example people like the smell of
rose or some people like to use their zodiac oil). If you want to
use Olive oil that’s fine.

METHOD:

Your alter should have on the upper right hand a white candle
representing the God at the upper left side a white candle to
represent the Goddess. In the middle there should be sea salt in a
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cup or cauldron with boiling warm water, the incense should be at
the very bottom facing towards you.

Take your oil and anoint each item on your altar. With the candles
you want to start in the middle and rub up, and to go down start in
the middle and rub down while anointing say these words:

“ I ward off any and all negativity,
in my home, work, school,
and in my everyday life,

No evil or negativity shall enter here. “

And after you’ve anointed every item, picture a while light around
you when you feel like the  white light is over powering, picture
the white light hovering over your home, work, school, when you
feel ready say these words:

“ Psychic vampires who lurk in the night,
psychic vampires who try to destroy my life,

destroy no more of what I have achieved,
destroy no more of what I have received,

negativity is not welcome,
Evil as well is not welcome in me,

around me, or around people I love. “

Say this out loud or to yourself but say it enough times so you see
and feel it has worked. When you are done, picture the white light
around you and your home, work, school etc. and let the white
candle and incense burn until it goes out by itself.

This spell is by Melody Nardone … melody6669@hotmail.com
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Comments Are Welcome

 ALL your comments are welcome.
Please feel free to write to me in regards
to this Book or any other of my Books.

The mailing address and my e-mail address
is listed below.

I thank you in advance.
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This Is A
FREE e-Book

ENJOY!
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